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Explaining health technology platforms to non-technical members of the public is an important part of the process of informed consent. Complex technology platforms that deal with safety-critical areas are particularly challenging, often operating within private domains (e.g. health services within the home) and used by individuals with various understandings of hardware, software, and algorithmic design. Through two studies, the first an interview and the second an observational study, we questioned how experts (e.g. those who designed, built, and installed a technology platform) supported provision of informed consent by participants. We identify a wide range of tools, techniques, and adaptations used by experts to explain the complex SPHERE sensor-based home health platform, provide implications for the design of tools to aid explanations, suggest opportunities for interactive explanations, present the range of information needed, and indicate future research possibilities in communicating technology platforms.
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1 INTRODUCTION

More and more complex technological platforms are being developed to be installed and used within our private domestic spaces or kept on our persons, provided by corporations such as Google (e.g.
Nest\textsuperscript{1} and Fitbit\textsuperscript{2}), Apple (e.g. Air tag\textsuperscript{3} and Apple Watch\textsuperscript{4}) and Amazon (e.g. Alexa\textsuperscript{5}, as well as the Ring\textsuperscript{6} and Blink\textsuperscript{7} monitoring platforms). Several of these complex platforms use hardware, software, and algorithms that are often extremely hard to understand and explain to gather and analyse data. However, many such platforms aggregate the data gathered in such a way as to gain insights into the individual’s activities, typically with the aim of meeting that individual’s needs in a certain application area. It is challenging to present these complex technologies in a way that members of the public can critically engage with, contest, and accept \cite{46, 59}, but successful knowledge sharing is a crucial factor for making informed decisions about adoption as these technologies can affect an individual’s privacy and health \cite{29, 50, 72, 73}.

When deciding to include technology within our domestic spaces or on our persons, potential users should be made aware of the benefits, risks, and limitations \cite{1, 47, 51}. For example, these technologies can affect the spaces into which they are installed \cite{71}; individuals, if given access, may potentially use or abuse the technology or data gathered (e.g. domestic abuse \cite{44} or criminal intent \cite{48}); and the technology may have limitations (e.g. issues that affect the capacity for installation within homes \cite{65, 66, 19, 20}). The growing research field of ethics and explainability in interactive technology is dedicated to increasing platform transparency, helping people to understand the full extent and potential of technology platforms, and thereby enabling informed decision-making \cite{4, 23}. Recent research explored the consent process for smart home technology and identifies information provision, recall, and understanding of key requirements as essential prerequisites for informed consent \cite{37}.

The methods used to explain the complex platforms must provide the individuals whose informed consent is sought with a neutral and understandable explanation that presents the platform as a whole \cite{23, 46}. For users who are non-technical, the materials shared and language used are important, as excessively technical, or jargonised terminology could complicate the understanding of the platform \cite{33, 40}. In this paper, we explore explanatory methods and strategies used by experts to provide information during the onboarding of a home health-based platform. Onboarding is the first stage of the informed consent process, providing initial information before the platform’s installation \cite{47}, with experts describing the platform’s hardware and data-gathering functionality. This process helps to assist members of the public who are not technical experts in understanding the platform, to aid in making an ‘informed decision’ about adoption \cite{4} – a reasoned choice, relying on information about the platform’s advantages and disadvantages.

We conducted two studies, using as a case study SPHERE, a sensor-based home healthcare platform, as an example of a complex technology platform (see section 1.1) \cite{72}. The first study, an interview study, asked platform experts to describe the communication methods they use (e.g. types of conversations, linguistic devices, and conversational props) and reflect on their effectiveness in providing explanations. The second study, an observational study, asked platform experts to use their communication methods to onboard members of the public to their platform. The aim was to capture these communication methods in-situ. In doing this we identified additional techniques used by platform experts, such as building rapport, trust and navigating the messiness that is explaining in the wild. We use these findings to derive insights and discuss their relevance beyond the home, for instance in the workplace \cite{58, 11} with companies increasingly asking to install

\textsuperscript{1}https://store.google.com/gb/category/connected_home?hl=en-GB
\textsuperscript{2}https://www.fitbit.com/
\textsuperscript{3}https://www.apple.com/uk/airtag
\textsuperscript{4}https://www.apple.com/uk/watch
\textsuperscript{5}https://www.amazon.co.uk/b?ie=UTF8&node=14100223031
\textsuperscript{6}https://en-uk.ring.com/
\textsuperscript{7}https://blinkforhome.com/
applications on employees’ personal devices. We frame this study within contemporary research on ethics [36] and ‘informed decision-making’.

1.1 Our Case Study

In selecting a platform for our case study, we identified several requirements. The platform must meet the definition given of a complex platform, that is, consist of a combination of multiple elements (e.g. hardware, software, and data analysis), and must be sufficiently novel that potential users will be unfamiliar with the technology (e.g. a novel brand of wearable is likely to be well-understood). The study requires access and engagement with platform experts involved in design and deployment. We also hoped to identify a platform that is linked to individual health or wellbeing, rather than more environment-focused concerns (e.g. security or fire safety).

The SPHERE platform is a sensor-based home health research platform and has been deployed in over 60 homes. The platform includes six sensor types, including two to three depth cameras, one environmental sensor per room, several ‘gateway’ sensors (networking and sensing platforms), several appliance power usage sensors, a water sensor and one wearable device per participant. These are combined to passively monitor activity within the home, and include humidity, water consumption, electricity, appliance usage, posture via a depth camera and activity via a wrist-worn wearable. Machine learning (ML) is used to fuse sensor data together and to predict location and daily activities. The project itself aims to share gathered data with clinicians to support understanding of patients’ daily lives and the technology is under evaluation for use in the treatment of conditions such as hip and knee surgical recovery, dementia [55] and Parkinson’s [56]. SPHERE has undergone an iterative development process informed by stakeholder feedback on sensor, data quality and consent acceptability [37].

We selected SPHERE as our complex platform for several reasons. SPHERE meets the above definition of a complex platform due to its combination of hardware (the sensors), software (a mobile tablet-based application for participants), data capture (e.g. the collection of data via timed and reactive methods), data analysis (using ML), an installation process (e.g. digital plumbing) and its physical positioning within a private domain such as the home. The platform is likely to be novel to most as few similarly multi-modal, potentially privacy-intrusive, and installation-heavy platforms have seen deployment in the digital health context, so we believed few participants would be familiar with the platform or many of its components. Additionally, we were given access to and had the ability to engage with the platform experts (e.g. those who designed, built, and installed the platform), and due to the ongoing development of the platform, it was possible for us to speak with deployment, outreach and technical staff involved during the design and prototyping phases – a more mature platform, no longer in active development, is likely to have a correspondingly smaller technical staff.

2 RELATED WORK

ML is increasingly used within healthcare technology, both in clinical and home settings. To support informed decision-making – for example, in the decision to make use of an ML system to facilitate clinical monitoring of a patient’s symptoms – it is necessary for a joint understanding to be shared by (and hence explained to) both the clinician and the patient. The clinician’s understanding of the platform enables them to make use of the collected data to make or support a medical diagnosis [59, 38, 22], allowing the clinician to provide the patient with information about their condition, diagnosis, and options [59, 1, 51, 7, 24]. Informed consent is an ethical and legal requirement [24, 45, 62]. However, consent is not straightforward: for example, a family member may persuade the patient to consent [52], a patient may be incapacitated and unable to consent, or patients may change their minds later [34], as with healthcare technologies [57]. As with the clinician,
the patient needs sufficient background knowledge provided through conversation or supporting
documentation as well as time to think critically about the subject matter [39, 42].

2.1 Explainability and Informed Decisions

When explaining complex platforms, Gilpin et al. [23] contrast ‘interpretability’ and ‘completeness’,
defining ‘interpretability’ as comprehension of a system’s decision-making, whilst ‘completeness’ is
an accurate understanding of the operation of a platform. A more complete explanation allows the
explainee to anticipate the behaviour of the system in a broader range of situations. Ploug et al. [59]
argue for ‘contestability’ in AI, which is to say, systems that allow diagnoses to be ‘contested’ (e.g.
opposed on the grounds of relevant information). Contestability is achieved through the availability
of information and understanding of different elements of the platform (e.g. ML data usage, platforms
biases, technical performance, and the level of input in the diagnosis from the platform compared to
that of the clinician [59]). Jakobi et al. [31] also note that the platform may be subject to ‘appropriation’,
e.g. unfamiliar, or unexpected patterns of use may emerge. This raises the possibility that a participant’s
understanding of a platform might evolve over time, so that the ‘explainer’ may later be required to
become the ‘explainee’ to maintain a mutual understanding of the platform in use.

As Gilpin et al. [23] state, a good explanation should balance transparency and ethical disclosure
with interpretability. Ploug et al. [59] argue for providing adequate and varied information that
enables the explainee to gain enough of an understanding to be able to question and have the
confidence to contest a decision, on grounds such as the type of data collected, privacy concerns or
a medical diagnosis [59]. Lombrozo [46] explored the effect of balance, concluding that for inter-
pretability, more straightforward explanations may be more successful than complex explanations
[46]. Gilpin et al. [23] propose that the explanation’s interpretability and completeness should
be neutral, so that they do not influence the individual either way. Finding this balance lies in
communication; hence, language use is key [23].

2.2 Strategies for explainability

Explainers’ strategies for presenting a complex platform may vary based on many factors. For
instance, Johnson [33] and Lakoff et al. [40] note that an individual’s background may affect
language use and understanding of terminology. Those with technical knowledge, such as computer
scientists, often use a ‘specialised vocabulary’ that can be interpreted as ‘metaphorical’ or ‘jargon’
by a member of the public [33,40]. Burrows et al. [9] investigated methods of verbal communication
around complex technical concepts. By exploring alternative wordings with non-technical members
of the public and technical team members, such as replacing ‘data’ with ‘information’, they built a
shared vocabulary describing the components of a complex platform [9].

Anthropomorphism and familiarity have also been shown as effective communication strategies.
Nass et al. [53, 54] identified that technology may play anthropomorphic roles, with a perceived
personality or social presence, enabling users to understand and interact with the technology as
with a human. Fischer et al. [20] observed explainers using scenarios to define the benefits, data to
describe purpose, and physical objects to explain hardware and networks. By contrast, Tolmie et al.
[66] observed an expert talking to a more technical householder through more specialist technical
language such as ‘phidget drivers’ (e.g. specialist software libraries for smart devices) and software
frameworks. Fischer et al. [19] note that explanations of complexity become more accessible when
the explainer can share information about the outcomes; for example, one might describe the types
data one hopes to gain from a complex platform in terms of their relevance to the explainee.
2.3 Explaining complex platforms

Recent innovation in domestic technology has provided opportunities for self-management of health and wellbeing needs [29, 73]. For example, Cheng et al. [12] use Google Home’s voice interaction to run a conversational monitoring survey to provide people with Type 2 diabetes (T2D) with personalised advice [12]. Other types of domestic technology use sensor-based platforms to support the management of healthcare needs within the home. Woznowski et al. [70] and Helal et al. [27] combined sensors monitoring environmental data (e.g. motion, humidity, and light), wearable sensors and silhouette video sensors, monitoring posture, gait, and quality of motion. These platforms have been studied in the wild, with Helal et al. [26] using two project-based homes to monitor inhabitants and analyse data collected, aiding self-monitoring health conditions such as T2D. The SPHERE system [70] was designed for long-term deployment in up to 100 homes and used various passive sensors to collect health-related data [16, 18, 72].

Installing these platforms is a complex process of deployment, be this within industry [11], or within homes. In Tolmie’s terms, ‘digital plumbing’ [66] is required. Tolmie et al. [65, 66] and Fischer et al. [19, 20] define this process as a negotiation: the platform with its technological limitations must fit within everyday household routine. These complex innovations and the mundane aspects of how they fit into everyday life are at odds with each other. However, there is a risk that aspects of the complexity might be glossed over if too much emphasis is put on ‘digital plumbing’ before adoption, or conversely that real-world consequences of the installation of these platforms might fade into the background when a member of the public who is not a technical expert is dealing with hard-to-understand aspects of the platform. Both are important aspects of explanation to support informed decision making for these potentially safety-critical systems.

Research surrounding explanation is often focused on the initial installation, such as work by Fischer et al. [20] and Tolmie et al. [66] on observing experts giving explanations of sensor functionality and of the platform’s aims to household members during the installation process. However, the informed decision-making process starts before installation and continues throughout the platform’s deployment. Pre-installation discussion can be ‘overwhelming’, as reported by Jakobi et al. [31], to household members struggling with the wide span of sensor technologies available. Jakobi suggests that lack of market transparency, lack of helpful information about use cases and best practices and overly technical presentation of smart homes are all factors cited by participants as reasons to abandon the selection of a platform. Other stakeholders, such as healthcare professionals or policy makers evaluating the efficacy of these platforms, may also benefit from participant-friendly explanations. As complex healthcare platforms develop towards affordable real-world tools, opportunities become available to explore communication about platforms with other stakeholders, for instance healthcare professionals, social workers and family members looking to support a relative [10].

In this paper we build on this related work on explanation and informed consent to explore, as a case study, the pre-installation onboarding process in which complex platforms are explained to those who are considering whether to adopt these platforms within their own homes. We approach this by (1) investigating how experts with different technical backgrounds explain a complex multi-sensor domestic platform to members of the public who are non-technical experts, and by (2) providing insights on how to explain these types of platforms to members of the public, what benefits it might bring, and what risks are associated with it.

3 METHOD

We conducted two sequential studies to understand how experts explain a complex technology platform to members of the general public who are non-technical experts. Both studies required written consent as approved by the University of Bristol ethics board.
The first study, an interview study, questioned a broad spectrum of eight experts (Ex1 to Ex8) whose roles ranged from community engagement to that of machine learning. The experts were asked to retrospectively self-report their communication strategies and reflect on their perceived or believed effectiveness. In the second study, an observational study, we gained an understanding of how these reported methods were used in practice by two experts (Ex8 and Ex9), both deployment technicians, in conversation with 10 participants (e.g. non technical members of the public) (P1 to P10) during onboarding sessions.

The two studies were independently analysed, with the interviews in the first study being audio-recorded and later transcribed verbatim by the first author. In addition, the eight experts involved in the first study had the opportunity to review their transcripts, with three edits requested due to small technical inaccuracies. The second study video recorded the onboarding sessions, which were transcribed verbatim by a professional transcription service. Following individual analysis, the individual findings of both studies were combined within the paper to synthesise insights that combine expert views with an in-situ view of observed behaviour.

3.1 Participants

We had two types of participants, the SPHERE experts who were part of both studies, and members of the public who took part in the onboarding session for Study 2.

3.1.1 The SPHERE experts. Overall, we engaged with a total of nine of the 11 SPHERE design and implementation team members (two female, seven male) who had worked on the platform for three to six years. These nine experts had a total of five job roles: Machine Learning (Ex1, Ex2, Ex3), Research (Ex4), Hardware (Ex5), Community Engagement (Ex6) and Deployment Technician (Ex7, Ex8, Ex9). Table 1 describes the nine team members’ experiences of engaging with a diverse range of users (from families with young children to retired couples) and a wide range of members of the public through events (e.g. invited talks, science fairs, school visits and public/patient advisory boards). The experts had previously experienced designing and facilitating public demonstrations of platforms including the SPHERE platform in a science museum. Through these experiences, they informally developed, tested, and iterated their own communication strategies to explain the platform. Ex7, Ex8 and Ex9 routinely explained the platform before and during installation, and were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public engagement, teaching &amp; academic experience</th>
<th>Ex1</th>
<th>Ex2</th>
<th>Ex3</th>
<th>Ex4</th>
<th>Ex5</th>
<th>Ex6</th>
<th>Ex7</th>
<th>Ex8</th>
<th>Ex9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training (University facility, Museums/Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-based workshops (Designing and running)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating meetings (virtual/physical)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation (funding &amp; board members and academics)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation (member of public, community engagement)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explaining SPHERE to participants within their home</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching (Supervision, tutoring, lectures)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrations (Exhibitions, Science Fairs)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media (Radio and television)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 1: Expert interviews</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2: Observation onboarding study</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
charged with getting informed written consent from end users, with Ex8 and Ex9 participating in the observation study. Unfortunately, due to holidays and work commitments Ex9 was unavailable for the Study 1 interviews and Ex7 was unavailable for the Study 2 observational sessions.

3.1.2 The members of the public. The 10 participants (four females, six males) were aged between 45 to over 75 years. All had been diagnosed with Type 2 Diabetes (T2D) and managed their condition through a mixture of tablet-based medication, diet, and weekly exercise. Out of the 10 participants, six lived in multi-resident households, four lived on their own, and one participant lived in rented accommodation. All owned a smartphone, nine owned tablets and five owned IoT devices including voice assistants, e.g. Amazon Alexa, Google Home, or smart lighting/heating controls. P1 and P6 were new to using videoconferencing software and during the initial pre-interview, P10 stated they had a learning disability and limited reading comprehension. Five participants were retired, three worked full-time and two were unemployed. Recruitment was done via social media (e.g. Twitter, Facebook), word-of-mouth, and information dissemination through relevant charities (i.e. Brigstowe Diabetes Peer Support, and Diabetes UK).

3.2 Data Collection
For the first study interviews, we asked eight experts (Ex1 to Ex8) to reflect on their engagement experiences. The retrospective interviews covered the following topics: (1) the procedures or processes that were involved in their job role; (2) the platform’s design and functionality; and (3) the challenges around communicating the home healthcare platform. The eight semi-structured interviews lasted 45 minutes, included two researchers and one expert, and were conducted in person before COVID-19.

The second study, an observational study, was designed to simulate the standard onboarding sessions which ordinarily occur face-to-face within the potential participant’s home. As COVID-19 made this impossible, we asked two deployment technicians (Ex8, Ex9) to run onboarding sessions for 10 participants over videoconferencing software. Each deployment technician completed five one-to-one sessions with participants (Ex8 presented to P3, P4, P5, P9 & P10, Ex9 presented to P1, P2, P6, P7 & P8). Each session lasted 90 minutes, 30 to 45 minutes for the observation onboarding session between the deployment technician and potential participant, 15 to 20 minutes for pre-interviews and 15 to 20 minutes for post-interviews. As the studies were sequential, the pre and post interview questions were revised to reflect the Study 1 findings.

3.2.1 Study 2 materials. To support the onboarding session, we used an A4-printed document previously produced by the SPHERE team to aid in the explanation of the SPHERE platform as a whole. The designers of this A4 document (fig. 1) used a user-centred design process to present the elements of SPHERE in a highly visual way (i.e. sensor devices; data extraction; platform installation and removal; training of the data; data processing and the ML algorithms which combine and interpret activities). As this document was a tool that the SPHERE team had developed to support in the onboarding explanation of the platform, we included the use of this document within our study. The participants were given the option of either using a digital or a printed version of the document with all opting for the printed version, which was sent by post.

3.3 Data Analysis
For the interview data, using the transcript, three authors used Braun et al. [6]’s thematic analysis approach to understand the ways that domain experts communicate and explain the platform by

---

8https://www.brigstowe.org/diabetes/
9https://www.diabetes.org.uk/
individually open coding a transcript and discussing initial codes, which informed the coding of the rest of the transcripts by the first author. The development of themes (e.g. language style) and subthemes (e.g. acronyms and metaphors) was an iterative process between all authors using NVivo software [6, 49, 60]. The first author then coded the remaining transcripts, iterating upon the codes initially created. Using a mind map tool, we summarised the findings and representative quotes, and three authors further discussed and developed the themes [63].

For the observation study, the first author observed the onboarding sessions and reviewed the transcripts and onboarding session videos. The transcriptions and videos were then analysed separately. Transcripts were independently coded using Braun et al. [6] thematic approach, creating the first code book using NVivo [67]. The video data captured was analysed using interaction analysis [35] and any physical interaction within the camera’s view was noted. Initial codes were then iterated upon using a mind map tool [52], themes and subthemes were then discussed between authors and the findings and representative quotes were summarised, as in Study 1.

All authors engaged in discussions around the development and iteration of the final themes presented in the findings (see section 4), including the explanation strategies used and the perception of potential participants around informed consent.

4 FINDINGS

We first present the methods of communication experts use when presenting the platform to members of the public and their reflections on their effectiveness. We secondly present findings on explainer and explainee perceptions of the informed decision process with emphasis on the relationship between the platform expert and the non-technical member of the public.

4.1 Strategies (and workarounds) for explaining the complex system

4.1.1 Explanations with Personalisation. The experts reported that the language and technical level of information used varied depending on the perceived level of understanding of the explainee. “Different people have different levels of knowledge and different levels of interest. In my experience, […] most participants would generally be quite interested in what different parts did” [Ex8]. Ex4 explained, “imagine that you were deploying a system” for “someone with high-level of IT skills […] they might be very curious […] and they might really want to look under the hood” while “there will be people at the other end of the spectrum who are deeply uninterested”. This desire for inclusivity was verified by Ex6, who reported reducing the complexity of the terminology they used, as some recipients “have never heard digital technology or digital health technology”. In contrast, some more complex aspects of the platform resist straightforward explanation: for example, “one of the tools is, for example,
doing principal component analysis, that what it does is reduce these number of dimensions into a number that you decide” [Ex2]. Others such as Ex6 report this language as confusing: “When they are using all that language, you have to be [...] I am sorry what?”. The experts reported these technical descriptions as unhelpful to members of the public and avoided using them in explanations of the platform, despite using them in the interviews.

During the onboarding observations, Ex8 and Ex9 adapted language, information, and presentation methods to support individual participants. Initially, Ex9 scoped each participant’s understanding, saying: “Could I just ask a little bit first about yourself? So, do you consider yourself to be technical? Do you use a lot of technology in your daily life?”. In contrast, Ex8 adopted a strategy of adapting on the go, stating that they would “zoom into areas if there’s any interest in that particularly” or asking the participant to “stop me if you have any questions”. This conversational technique was explicitly seen between Ex8 and P10 due to the participant’s reported learning disability. Ex8 initially asked “Are you alright reading the page numbers or is that a tricky thing?” but as the session progressed, they raised the document to the camera so that P10 could see the current page and match with their own document (fig. 3a & fig. 3b). During the onboarding sessions the experts sometimes used technical vocabulary, e.g. “low energy Bluetooth transmitter” [Ex9]. If this internal team vocabulary was noticed, the experts quickly corrected themselves, “exception of the wearable – the wrist-strap device” [Ex9]. Acronyms were also used on occasion, with the experts quickly explaining the meaning, e.g. “it has a little ‘PIR’, so it’s a passive infrared detector, it’s like a burglar alarm” [Ex8].

4.1.2 Explanations Through Comparisons to the Familiar. The experts reported that they extensively compared the platform to familiar and existing objects, systems, and scenarios [5] to describe similarities and differences, sensors, data collected and user privacy.

For the healthcare applications, the experts referenced related assistive and health technologies, as well as medical practices. Ex4 stated that “for the patient it’s the explainability of the whole process”, identifying high-level context, rather than the decision-making process, as key – for example, the patient might ask “why have I now been prescribed this drug by this doctor?”. Ex6 explained that the aspirational clinical purpose of the platform is to “monitor our health conditions” so that individuals could “be independent in our own homes with these certain conditions”, and that storytelling helped the experts “set the scene, talking about [...] the growing population, incurable diseases like dementia, that our health service right now cannot deal with”.

The experts found it useful to compare aspects of the platform with commercially available products, e.g. the wearable was compared with the commercial fitness tracker Fitbit, and privacy issues with recent controversy surrounding Amazon Alexa [41]. Ex6 recalled explaining the wearable, “relating it to a Fitbit because everybody’s mum had a Fitbit”. Ex7 also used the Fitbit to explain the wearable sensor (accelerometer) and to highlight additional functionality (homeowner’s location within their home). For privacy, Amazon Alexa was referenced due to its continuously listening microphones and its mainstream media notoriety [41]. Ex6 explained why they used this example “as soon as you talk about Alexa, with anyone [...] kind of, a bit scary, a bit daunting, a bit invasion of your privacy”.

The experts again reported using comparisons with the familiar to describe ML functionality, communicating level of certainty through three analogies: (1) A commercial product platform (e.g. Fitbit), where Ex3 speculated that product algorithms were not 100 % accurate “so they want something that approximates your actual step count, but they are not that bothered if it’s 5 % to 10 % wrong”; (2) The “stretch goal” concept popularised by a commercial service (e.g. Kickstarter) was referenced by Ex3 to describe the effort needed to gain the extra few percent of ML data accuracy; (3) the natural world’s seasons (e.g. winter and summer) were referenced by Ex2 using the temperature difference of summer and winter: “we show some temperature and we say, this is
winter, and we show some other temperature and we say this is summer”. Ex2 encouraged explainees to think like the algorithm to empathise with its learning: “can you identify why are they different? [...] the model will look at it and will say, ok, [...] this is similar to the temperature in the summer”.

The experts reported using personas to explain location and activity awareness [14]. Ex3 described how the platform predicts that Bob was using the TV in the study, “we [analysts] can tell that was Bob because Bob is localised to within somewhere near that study”. Ex6 stated, “I always refer to a person called Barbara, and I imagine Barbara in a house, and I always use the idea, of her falling over” highlighting that “people [...] make themselves Barbara, they can make their mum or nan Barbara”.

During the onboarding observations, scenarios were used to communicate the healthcare benefits of the platform via analogy to common medical procedures, with Ex8 comparing data “snapshots” with “having an x-ray done that day and then [...] another x-ray to see whether something’s changed”. Although Ex8 and Ex9 didn’t use comparisons to the familiar for level of certainty, they did use comparisons with commercially available products. Both experts referred to the Fitbit in describing the platform’s wearable, such as Ex8: “It’s a bit like a Fitbit. Where it’s not like a Fitbit is it only works inside the building”. Both Ex8 and Ex9 made comparisons with “guitar pick-ups” when discussing the water sensors’ vibration and a “burglar alarm” for the motion sensor in the environmental boxes. Personas were used to create a ‘them and us’ construction of roles, describing their colleagues and their roles within SPHERE, “This is now into the land of the researchers” [Ex8]. When discussing the hardware, expert Ex8 states “one of our very clever researchers [...] came up with a new technology”. Referring to machine learning functionality, Ex9 states “we hand it over to our visual data scientists” This ‘them and us’ comparison was also used to inform the participants of their role in using the SPHERE system, with both experts using “you” when asking a participant to do a task “So we’d ask you to...” [Ex8].

4.1.3 Explanations Through Metaphor and Anthropomorphism. The experts reported using metaphor and anthropomorphism to communicate the platform. Using the sensors’ physical characteristics and appearance, the experts reported describing and explaining different aspects of the platform. Ex3 referenced the passive infrared sensor on the ‘environmental sensor’ (fig. 2b) as a “little blob poking out”. The SPHERE Gateway was either “rabbit ears” or “bunny ears” [Ex8] (fig. 2a) with Ex7 explaining that this is because it has “two aerials sticking out”. Appearance was also used to describe the data visualisations, Ex1 stating that anonymised silhouette data “provides a cartoon version of the person”.

![Fig. 2. The a) ‘rabbit ears’ gateway (left), b) ‘little blob poking out’ environmental sensor (middle) and c) Interactive demos of the platform’s capabilities – (i) The wearable, (ii) The environmental sensor and (iii) the Kinect silhouette camera.](image)

Beyond the physical, the experts used metaphor to explain the functionality of the sensors, particularly when describing the limitations of the platform. An example of this would be the wireless signal strength, where Ex8 highlighted issues with building construction and how some homes acted “like a Faraday cage and stops wireless penetration in the building”. When deploying
the platform in homes, Ex3 stated: “you can think of them like little kind of space probes, because you cannot reasonably or cheaply go up and fix them”.

The experts used anthropomorphism [17] to describe human-like characteristics of the platform’s network and hardware, e.g., ‘talking’ and ‘listening’. Ex8 described wireless mesh network clients as a group or team, who “ideally need to talk to all their comrades”. Ex3 described sensor communication as a conversation: “hello I am a wearable, and other things are kind of going, ‘Oh hey! I just heard from this wearable’”, and wearable battery power usage reporting as a statement: “hello, I have got a battery and it’s got this much voltage in it”. Hearing was used by the experts to explain how sensors ‘listen’ to inanimate objects around the house. Ex5 described the water sensor as “listening to the water pipes”, homes with different water pressure having, “a quiet pipe, or a very loud pipe”. Explanations sometimes imply conscious thought on the part of the system. Referring to system limitations, Ex7 talked about the platform’s sensors with adjectives implying consciousness, for example, on sensor placement, “they should not be looking out of the window because it will be picking up movement outside of the house which would be confusing”, whilst two sensors should not point at the same location within the home as the platform “will think that there are two people when there’s actually just one”. Ex3 used this same form of description for wearable sensor location triangulation when out-of-range, “kind of I don’t know. Can’t see them, can’t hear them, don’t know about them’.”

During the onboarding session, the two experts were observed using metaphors and anthropomorphism to communicate the sensors’ physical characteristics and appearance, not only verbally as reported during interviews, but visually via the experts’ hand gestures. Ex8 stated “As I say, we call these rabbit ears. I find this more friendly”, illustrating with two fingers and Ex9 placing two fingers above their head to highlight the receiver’s antenna (fig. 3(f & g)). For the environmental sensor, both experts described the passive infrared sensor on the front (fig. 2b), Ex9 describing it as a “little dimple” and pointing to his nose (fig. 3(h & i)). Again, the experts referenced human-like characteristics of the platform’s network and hardware with Ex8 describing the network as “how they talk to each other” and the environmental sensor being “quite fussy about its location”. As for metaphors, Ex8 again stated “some buildings will actually act like a Faraday cage and stop wireless signals” and described the ML data analysis as “a bit like a whodunnit, really”.

![Fig. 3. Images from the onboarding sessions. (a & b) Ex8 and P10 sharing the document to help navigation. (c, d, e) Ex9 demonstrating a sensor installation (f & g) the ‘rabbit ears’. (h & i) the PIR sensor. (j) Ex8 showing the size of a sensor](image)

4.1.4 Explanations through Physical Props. Experts also used physical props such as sketches and interactive demonstrations. Impromptu ways to visualise oral statements were used in discussions.
between experts, such as sketching diagrams. These helped the experts themselves to articulate intangible aspects of the system, such as network protocols, to team members with different expertise. Ex6, a community liaison, described how “sometimes they would physically draw it out for me and explain, well this network does that with that sensor, and this network does that with that sensor”. Other visual approaches used by the experts included the sketching of storyboards. During meetings “we storyboarded out what we wanted them to say” [Ex6]. This enabled experts to collaboratively create a structured narrative to present to the public and potential platform adopters.

The experts used printed materials to communicate and explain, referencing them to describe the platform and respond to participant concerns. As Ex4, a researcher, stated, the participant information sheet (fig. 4a) “provided a particular level of detail, especially around the items that we knew from our conversations with members of the public, that they would be sensitive to”. Printed material, however, had its limitations. Ex6 highlighted how little explanation a project booklet provided, arguing that the little booklet (fig. 4b) “had like a photo, really briefly describing what each does, but even from that it wasn’t, I didn’t get a good idea”, before seeing a physical representation of the platform. The deployment technicians reported using props (samples of the sensors) during initial discussions within participant homes, allowing the participants to examine the physical size and appearance of the hardware. To help members of the public to understand the capabilities of the hardware, the experts (ML, Hardware, Research and Community engagement) reported building interactive demos that explained three types of hardware. The first used a wearable accelerometer (fig. 2ci) to illustrate supervised ML using three tasks (clapping, waving, and raising their hand). The second used several sensors to detect kettle use (fig. 2cii) and data fusion. The third, a Kinect camera (fig. 2ciii), involved a game of charades played using a silhouette representation of a person. Ex6 explained these interactive demos “are really good for people to understand, instead of just to hear about it. There is only so much understanding that you can get from listening and seeing a photo”. Demos help to explain platform functionality and reassure non-technical experts of the privacy protections in place. Ex6 would use this interactive demo to provoke people to think about the use of video versus the use of a silhouette camera in a private domestic setting: “could you tell who your friend was from the silhouette? No! Would that change whether you would want this in your home?”.

In the observation study, the experts and participants each had an A4 printed document containing information about SPHERE (see section 3.2). This document was used throughout the 10 onboarding sessions, with the two experts referring to the document to support the conversation. As Ex9 explained to a participant, they “refer to some pages as we go, [...] so that you can actually see what the sensors look like”. This was observed during the session with Ex8 walking the participant through a network flow diagram “If you look on the right-hand side we have the SPHERE box, and what we have...
is all the data [...] It comes from three different sources. We have on the left-hand side the electricity and appliance sensor”. When navigating the document, the experts gave the page number alongside context about the page content. For example, Ex8 described the project’s use of pseudonymisation with “In fact, if we look onto page 28, you’ll see that we give the home an arbitrary ID”.

During the onboarding observations, the participants were unable to access samples of the sensors, explore technology demos or make use of impromptu sketches due to limitations imposed by COVID-19. To compensate for this, experts used their hands to explain the size of the devices (fig. 3j) and the document to explain the appearance of the hardware. Additionally, Ex9 pointed to their own Fitbit when describing the platform’s wearable (fig. 5c), as a basis for comparison. The experts used their hands to illustrate the appliance sensor installation process “you pull the plug for your kettle out the wall, you plug this device in and you plug your kettle into it” [Ex9] (fig. 3(c, d, e)).

4.1.5 Bonding, building rapport and establishing common ground for explanations. During onboarding sessions, the experts introduced the platform’s technology, its history, potential installation issues and outcomes from previous trials. Ex8 noted that “we’ve done a trial [...] install in 50 different homes, each for about a year”. Both referenced prior research as a way to explain the platform’s aspirations in monitoring different health conditions, such as clinical studies for “dementia sufferers [...] Parkinson’s sufferers” [Ex8], with Ex9 explaining how the platform had helped to understand post-surgical recovery “we’ve monitored people before [...] an operation on their hip or knee, and then we’ve monitored them after they’ve come out of hospital to see [...] if there’s a difference in the way that they move around”. To show the ongoing development of the platform Ex8 discussed progress made to the water sensor, “we’ve got these water sensors and they’ve got a little turbine inside for measuring water flow, so when we go to people’s houses you’re going to have to basically saw into their pipework and put these in”, going on to say that this has been updated and with the current water sensors “researchers came up with a new technology which is to clip on [...] microphones”.

The experts also shared their personal limitations around the details of the content to build trust and rapport. Ex8 states “This is now into the land of the researchers, so if my interpretation gets fluffy, it’s because my understanding sometimes does”. Experts shared their personal opinions and personal taste also to build rapport, for example Ex8 who explained how participants perceived the ability of sensor casing customisation. “It’s funny, we get such polarised views on this sort of bit, but, yeah, yeah, I don’t care, but other people care a lot”. Sharing personal lived experience related to the system also helped establish common ground, with Ex9 commenting on having the platform within their home “I know this from experience because I’ve actually had this platform installed in my own house for a short period”. Beyond discussion of the platform, common ground was gained with other shared experiences, such as with P3 and Ex8 having a similar university experience, P3 stating “and then I went to university and studied [subject] and was thrown out” and Ex8 replying “I did that! [Laughs]”. This back and forth allowed for conversation to flow, which helped the experts explain the system because they had built rapport, however this could also influence the conversation to get off topic, with P4 responding to the mention of a research project called CUBOID with, “It’s funny, you’ve got a bone in your body called the cuboid as well” going on to say, “I’m a nurse, you see, so I know about these things”.

During P2 and Ex9’s session a potential installation problem was raised, with P2 discussing issues with their home WiFi. “The bricks that this house was built from were slag”. This resulted in a joint problem-solving exercise that gave more context to how the system worked, with Ex9 explaining that they would need to use a “powerline network extender” that plugs into a “electrical socket next to the router” and “one in an electrical socket downstairs in the living room [...] it sends your network signal through the electrical system”. Similar to the ‘them and us’ back and forth reported by the experts, the ‘them vs us’ narrative also helped build rapport, with P4 and Ex8 jointly making fun of
the document’s content, highlighting issues that they had with the examples of labels, P4 noting “I think the knitting is funny” and Ex8 replying “I think the smoking was funny [Laughs]”.

4.1.6 Explanations despite questions, distractions, disturbances, and repair. All onboarding sessions had interruptions, expected (e.g. participant queries) and unexpected – technical issues, environmental distractions, or conversations with members of their household or external parties.

Both experts perceived questions as an important aspect of adapting their explanation strategies to be bespoke for the user: “[It’s] useful if the participant is asking questions, because it means you can tailor it a little bit more” [Ex9]. Both paused regularly, checking with participants to see if they had questions before progressing with the document, for example Ex8 asking P9 “Do you have any questions on that particular section?” When participants asked questions, the experts were observed to be encouraging, with Ex8 stating “that’s a good question” and Ex9 using visual hand gestures to encourage the participant to continue (fig. 5a). Visually encouraging questions was also observed, with both experts’ postures changing to lean closer for projecting actively listening (fig. 5b). The experts expected these types of interruptions, although this wasn’t always clear: during the onboarding session between Ex9 and P8 there had been some issues with the internet connectivity, with P8 commenting “one stage I went like that [Waving], because I couldn’t hear him, […] It froze, and I couldn’t hear him”. P8 reported wishing that Ex9 had made it clearer if they “could interrupt”.

Unfamiliarity and issues with the technologies used for the onboarding were barriers to explanation: P1 had not previously used the software and required a tutorial; P4’s device ran out of charge; P8 had internet connectivity issues; and P5 and P9 had audio or video camera issues. Due to environmental distractions, bright sunlight, and noise, Ex8 needed to close the curtains or shut the window, disrupting the explanation. Two participants (P1 and P8) were distracted by activity they could see outdoors and P1’s attention wandered as Ex9 was finding an item within the document. Four onboarding sessions were disturbed by a person leaving the room, Ex8 and P8 answering their front door, P9 checking if their cooker was off and P3 wanting an opinion from their partner. P1 and P3 also interrupted the onboarding session as they spoke to their partners, P3 due to a ringing phone and P1 requesting a bottle of water. Despite plans for the explanations, situated distractions interrupted the flow of the explanation, potentially impacting its effectiveness.

The experts (Ex8 and Ex9) used linguistic strategies to repair the interaction following interruption. For example, an experts would segue, e.g. “Anyway” [Ex8], “Now, one of the things” [Ex9], or navigate to the next page of the document “page nine, appliance sensor” [Ex8]. For larger disturbances, e.g.

Fig. 5. (a) Ex9 gesturing for the participant to continue. (b) leaning in to listen to the participant. (c) demoing the Fitbit. (d) using their hand to illustrate the silhouette sensor (e) illustrating head camera placement (f) positioning of sensors (g) sensor fusion and (h, i & j) Ex8 using gestures to describe how data is kept secure.

closing a window [Ex8], or needing to leave the room, they would often employ humour to get back attention, e.g. Ex8 states “slightly odd [...] because I could just smell the burning smells of food in my house” then “OK, right. Page 11, silhouette sensors”. Participants were also observed trying to get back on track after an interruption using the document, such as P8, a retired deputy head teacher, stating as soon as they re-entered the room “Sorry – all done yeah – Page 32 we’re on, aren’t we?”.

4.1.7 Spatial communication and gestures to enhance explanations. The experts leaned on visual means of explanation as well as verbal means, including extensive use of hand gestures alongside language throughout the onboarding session. This included enhancing the explanation by illustrating sensors as objects, demonstrating sensor placement, and modifying their speech and using the space around them to highlight the stages of a technical process. To illustrate the silhouette sensors, Ex8 made a shape with their hand using the fingers to show a camera’s field of view (fig. 5d). Ex8 and Ex9 used their hands to express sensor placement, placing their hands on their head to describe the use of a head-mounted video camera (fig. 5e) or above eye level to indicate height of sensor placement (fig. 5f). Hand gestures were also used to help illustrate concepts, with Ex9 discussing “Fusion of sensors” and interlocking their fingers to illustrate the concept (fig. 5g). The experts used the area around them to describe multi-staged processes. Ex8 described the level of security of the collected participant data, illustrating a “Fireproof box” (fig. 5h) then into a “Locked cabinet” (fig. 5i) within a “Secure room” (fig. 5j). This points to the importance of video or in person explanation of complex systems.

4.2 Participants’ level of understanding and informed consent

As the aim of the onboarding sessions was to inform the participants about the platform, we sought to establish whether participants ultimately understood the platform well enough to make an informed decision.

4.2.1 Participants’ perceptions of the onboarding sessions. The participants were nervous about the onboarding sessions with P1 stating that they were “dreading [the onboarding session] because [...] I’m not technical and I’m thinking, ‘Oh my Lord!’ But, no, as I said, [Ex9] was very good and [Ex9] explained it all wonderfully”. All 10 participants stated that they were positive about the sessions, P3 describing how the expert “went through the document [...] topic by topic and I didn’t have much in the way of questions but, you know, [Ex8] was able to cover any questions I had”.

The participants reflected on the methods used by the experts to help inform them about the platform. For example, P4 described the language and technical detail used, viewing this as “really important, because [...] some of your potential clients would not be technological, so they may struggle with understanding some of the [...] nuances”. P3 additionally showed awareness of people’s different level of knowledge saying that those who are “a little bit more technical, you don’t have to go through that explanation”. P4 and P9 were able to comprehend the silhouette sensor by the experts comparing it to the original Xbox controller, with P4 stating “I actually thought it looked like a games controller that one of my grandchildren’s got, [...] when [Ex8] explained to me that that’s actually where it originates, [...] that sort of all fell into place”. The experts’ use of scenarios and personas (section 4.1.2) is echoed by P2’s reference to personal experience as they considered the benefits of the SPHERE platform, “With somebody who was going into dementia, you could see the deterioration. I mean, my wife had dementia and, you know, again, I can understand how that would work”. Participants also re-used scenarios as P3 explained data fusion, copying the scenario used by the expert, “You know, you can sort of cross reference things like [...] electricity usage and humidity, you can tell that somebody is boiling a kettle”. It was remarked by P9 that the physical prop (see section 4.1.4) improved the onboarding session stating “if [Ex8] gone through that without the document, that would have been quite hard to understand”. Combining the use of the physical document with an expert discussion did, P4 believed, provide “the ability to be pitched at all levels of
understanding”. The participants did not mention any disturbances during the session (e.g. phone ringing). However, P4 suggested that the explanations sometimes precluded the questions they would otherwise have asked, "some of the things that I had thought in my mind, I didn’t even ask because, like the data protection and information governance, I didn’t – I could see that that was very well – it’s being very well-managed”.

Two issues were identified with the relationship between the expert and the participant, which impacted the explanation. P8 wished that Ex9 had made it clearer when they “could interrupt. It felt rude after a while. [...] I didn’t want to interrupt because he was in the flow”. P7 explained, “there was one point, the sensors, I thought, ‘I’m not really’ – there was too much technical detail, but only for a very short period. So, I’m not being critical”.

4.2.2 Interpreting the participants’ understanding and informed decision on adoption of the platform. The experts estimated the participants’ level of platform comprehension through questions asked and ongoing body language. Ex8 noted, “when there are no questions people want to ask, you wonder whether they’ve got it or they just don’t want to know”. Going beyond language, there were other verbal cues for level of understanding with Ex9 explaining you can tell if someone is understanding as “they just seemed to make all the right noises”. When asked about the onboarding session for the participants, the experts felt that most participants understood the platform. Ex8 explained that P9 “seemed to reasonably get the technical side of it, better than some people”. When it came to P10, however, Ex8 was unsure of their level of understanding as they “seemed fine about it, but I don’t know, I vaguely got the impression [they] kind of just wanted to get through it”. Ex8 believed that P10 “gave the impression of understanding everything” but “when I asked, ‘are you OK, did you understand?’, he said so. I had to believe him to some degree”.

Out of the 10 participants four (P1, P2, P5, P7) were happy to make a positive informed decision, while two (P3 and P4) commented that the decision was not theirs alone. As P3 stated “it goes back to the thing about agreement in the household and I can’t speak for my wife on that, I don’t think she’s particularly worried about anything like that”. P4 believed that once discussed with the household, consent would be given “I can’t imagine that [they] would find it a problem or an intrusion, or an issue around data collection or information governance, that sort of thing”. Two participants (P8 and P10) declined as they believed other household members would object, P8 saying, “I would be almost 100% certain my wife would not want to be involved in this project, so it would be difficult for me to be”. Similarly, P6 declined as “I’m a renter so I wouldn’t be able to install”, being unable to get permission from the landlord. P9 gave consent, but with the understanding that this would depend on the “survey” results as that “tells you what is going to be put in your home and the likely places it’s going to be put in”. P1, P6 and P5 also underlined the importance of granular consent, P5 saying “It would make it a more reasoned decision, [to] cheery pick what you’re going to install throughout my house”.

5 DISCUSSION

Through interviews and an observational study, we explored methods used by experts, including physical gesture and verbal interaction, to explain a complex home health platform. The explanatory strategies that took place during direct interaction between the explainee and explainer had developed during numerous public engagement events, large scale recruitment of potential participants and platform deployments in over 60 homes. Using several reported techniques and observed workarounds, the experts attempted to provide non-technical potential users with accurate information in an understandable way. This research is framed by Gilpin et al. [23] and Lombrozo [46]’s understanding of an informed decision, particularly the need to present the platform understandably and accurately, giving the explainee a neutral overview. For Gilpin et al. [23], accurate understanding that aids critical thinking is key in the context of establishing consent, and for Ploug
et al. [59], provision of relevant information is argued to be a precondition of decision-making. This is particularly significant in reasoning about complex platforms with several sensor or analytical methods that might be beneficial to health if adopted and accepted, but which also impose limitations and potential risks. In our findings, the complex nature of the platform was addressed during both studies using multiple information types (spoken word strategies, sections 4.1.1 to 4.1.3; physical props, [15] and section 4.1.4; physical gestures, section 4.1.7), the availability of demos tailored to approach complex topics such as data fusion and participant privacy (section 4.1.4) and interactive approaches to explanation that importantly encourage open discussion around relevant topics.

The mutually shared understanding between explainer and explainee is also key to deployment, which is seen throughout our findings, from adapting the methods of communication for the explainee to building common ground by comparing the technology to the familiar. In our findings, there are indications that participants seek to involve other members of the household during the informed consent process regarding various aspects of the platform, even at an early stage, which is in line with Fischer et al. [19, 20], Tolmie et al. [65, 66, 67] and Grinter et al. [25]’s work, which characterises sensor placement within a home as a complex process, requiring platform acceptance within the household and joint work with the householders to optimise sensor placement and fit with participants’ social and physical routines.

Both Tolmie et al. [65, 66], and Fischer et al. [19, 20] observed conversations between experts and explainees during the deployment of a complex platform. However, our findings focus on users’ understanding before they decide to adopt a platform. By observing the onboarding before the decision has been made to adopt the complex ML and IoT enhanced health platform and examining the existing practices of those explaining the system to potential users, we provide insight into methods that can better support informed consent of health systems. Through this investigation, we captured the explanation of the holistic workings of the complex platform, beyond the focus on visible, tangible hardware that is placed within the home, and use these insights to identify several strategies used to explain complex platforms to aid informed consent, summarised in sections 5.1 to 5.2.

These insights on an informed consent framing of the onboarding process complement prior work by Gilpin et al. [23], Lombrozo [46], Burrows et al. [9] and Lakoff et al. [40]. Findings cast light on practical communication methods used by platform experts, such as tailoring language use or the level of detail offered to the individual explainee, comparing parts of the platform to commercial products or the natural world, using metaphors to describe the physical hardware, and using physical props [15] as well as gesture to aid in those conversations. The experts also scoped the explainee’s level of knowledge and experience, and made use of shared questioning, common ground and effective linguistic repair.

5.1 Metaphor, scenario and storytelling

To keep the explainee engaged, the experts used storytelling, referencing scenarios, personas and comparison with the familiar [5, 13]. The use of scenarios was previously highlighted by Fischer et al. [20] during a sensor-based platform deployment, with their expert using scenarios as a way to present to the household member the benefits of sensor deployment within their home. Van Notten et al. [68] define scenarios as ways in which you can present the platform’s ‘Why? What? And how?’, a method used by Ex6 in this study to explain the overall purpose of the platform. Fischer et al. [19, 20], Tolmie et al. [65, 66, 67] and Grinter et al. [25] noted that storytelling was also used by the household members when explaining how they used their home and establishing platform fit with their perceptions and real-world experiences of their homes. We found the experts reported using personas [13] (Ex3, Ex6) to explain how specific individuals’ activities could either be identified or supported by the platform. One storytelling method that the experts used that has not been covered in related work is the use of analogy to compare the functionality of the platform’s sensors with other commercially available
products with which the explainee is more familiar (see overview, section 4.1.2). With the proliferation of consumer technology in domestic settings and on-person, there is the opportunity to leverage storytelling using analogies with familiar technology that provide scaffolding for the explanation of more complex machine learning IoT platforms.

Metaphor was widely employed by the explainers during both studies using verbal and physical gestures. The use of metaphor reflects Johnson [33]’s, Lakoff et al. [40]’s and Jentner et al. [32]’s findings that those with technical knowledge or those who present complex technologies (such as machine learning) use vocabulary that is ‘metaphorical’ during discussions to provide explanation at a level of abstraction that is accessible to non-technical individuals. The experts identified the hardware through physical appearance and familiar terms, for example, referring to the ‘SPHERE gateway’ as ‘rabbit ears’ during the observation study, with the experts making the shape of the ‘ears’ with their hands (fig. 4f-g). The limitations of the platform were verbally presented by reference to concrete concepts by the expert, for example, a home deployment was described as a space probe that you cannot easily gain access to. Anthropomorphism was additionally used by the explainers to verbally describe sensor activity and network capability [16, 17], going beyond what was directly observable and transforming difficult-to-explain aspects into familiar concepts, as well as attributing human-like characteristics to sensors [16] such as seeing, hearing, and thinking.

Scenario-based protocol descriptions involving stock characters (‘Alice’ and ‘Bob’ notation [Ex3]) are an established convention within several subfields of computer science, notably privacy and security [2]. The extent to which shared scenario-based descriptions of this type may support shared conceptualisation across groups with varied backgrounds remains an open research question. However, our study has shown that experts are using metaphor, scenarios and storytelling to explain concepts that were complex and multifaceted. We captured experts with highly technical knowledge using very creative methods in order to get across very technical aspects of the platform, showing the need for creative approaches to explanation in even a serious context such as supporting informed consent for a health platform installation.

5.2 Aiding the Explanation with Conversational Props

A conversational prop is an artefact such as a photo or a sketch on a napkin that aids conversations [8]. Three types of conversational props were used by the explainers: printed documents, physical sensors, and interactive demos presenting data. Our findings show that some conversational props are more useful than others, for example the initial printed document that Ex6 highlighted during the interviews (fig. 4b) were too high-level and did not provide a good overview of the platform. However, the printed document used during the observational studies, as P4 noted (Eardley et al. [15], fig. 1) provided a good balance to the verbal presentation. We found that explanations benefitted from rapport developed through reference to shared knowledge (e.g. P2, P4) and using humour, which acted as conversational props. This draws comparisons to the personalised data-focused explanations described by Fischer et al. [19], for whom a personalised ‘home visit sheet’ became a conversational prop, ‘providing situationally specific advice’ to homeowners [19]. Although there is value in paper resources, successful explanations, as we have highlighted in this paper, are likely to benefit from situated interaction and explanations grounded in participants’ own experiences. In the post-pandemic context and in practice, it is likely that an onboarding/informed consent session would not be in person, however mailouts and paper substitutes might be of use to help structure explanation before informed consent.

To demonstrate the use of the physical sensors, to present functionality, and to highlight the sensors’ size, shape and deployment position, experts initially used physical props (Ex8). However, during the observational study and due to the constraints of COVID-19, experts substituted these physical props with physical hand gestures describing the stages of installation (fig. 5c,d,e), sensor
size (fig. 5j) and deployment positions (fig. 5d,e,f). Fischer et al. [20] also observed that an expert use sample sensors to explain the hardware’s functionality and connectivity. The observation that physical props play a vital role in explanations is corroborated by Watermeyer et al. [69], who find that medical communication with pharmacists benefits from the use of props such as pills and pill containers. Furthermore, experts had previously created three different demos (fig. 2c; see section 4.1.4) to illustrate aspects of the system. Such demos are widely used to explain sensors (e.g. [28, 43, 61]). Lechelt et al. [42] note that interactive demos encourage exploration, allowing curiosity-driven exploration of technology. Unfortunately, whilst these demos were considered effective by experts (e.g. Ex6), COVID-19 limitations rendered their use unfeasible in the onboarding study. As with paper, the likelihood of an in-person onboarding session is low therefore impacting the possibility of tangible props. Before a user has made the decision to adopt the technology, it might not be feasible to provide in person visits to the home as seen in previous studies of explanation. However, there are possibilities for physical props to still be used for virtual video onboarding sessions to ease the explanation of explanation, particularly for health sensors (see for example fig. 5c).

5.3 Informed consent and ethics

Through our two studies we have focused on the interactions between the explainee and explainer, and the tools used during the initial discussions. These key discussions provided potential participants with a much-needed overview of the complex platform before installation [47]. As stated by Gilpin et al. [23] and Lombrozo [46] information about the platform must be factually correct and presented in a neutral way, be it through the printed document [15] or through verbal descriptions of the sensors.

For this neutrality to occur, the tools selected, regardless of physical or verbal modality, cannot be persuasive. As Jacobs [30] notes there is a ‘fine line’ between persuasion defined as influence by reason and argument, and manipulation defined as persuasion by covert influence. Anthropomorphism [21], for example, encourages the expert or non-expert to place psychological qualities onto the technology by describing the platform as chatty, informative and helpful. While anthropomorphism may be a helpful communication tool, there is a risk that its usage could unduly influence a potential participant. Jacobs [30] recommends that any persuasive technology be deployed with attention to three criteria, (1) respect users’ options and autonomy; (2) ensure awareness of the tools of persuasion in use; and (3) ensure that any persuasive technology align with the users’ own personal goals [30].

In fact, we see that the diverse range of participant responses in our studies when asked about providing informed consent for platform installation as a sign of a balanced (factual and neutral) explanation [23, 46]. A large proportion provided their answer at the end of onboarding session (four positive and three negative) and the final three preferred a staged informed consent process [4], be this via discussion with other household members and/or the provision of further information to permit and improved understanding and potential negotiation of how the platform will be installed within the participants homes [20, 66]. This shows the importance of timing of the onboarding process beyond the explanation session, giving space for reflection beyond the explanation and allowing for households to discuss adoption of these platforms in their domestic settings, which are often shared. The process towards the adoption of domestic health technology has been shown to be a temporal and emotional journey [64]. We have encountered this even at the very beginning of the informed consent process of complex health platforms.

5.4 Insights into the Design of Explanation for Home Health Platforms

From this research, we gained insight on how experts who work on the development, maintenance and deployment of a complex platform such as SPHERE, explain the platform to potential adopters. Using these findings, we have developed ten insights that will help others to explain complex
domestic health platforms that support both understanding and critical thinking about risks and benefits to inform decision making, which span multiple communication modalities:

1. Understand the explainees’ information needs: it is important to understand how technically knowledgeable the explainee is and to adjust the explanation accordingly. This can affect the language used or information presented; (derived from Ex4, Ex6, Burrows et al. [9] and Lombrozo [46]).

2. Simplify terminology: rather than abbreviations or jargon, use simple language that people use every day; (derived from Ex7, Ex6, Johnson [33] and Lakoff et al. [40]).

3. Use storytelling to engage the explainee: using scenarios or personas can help present the platform’s ‘why, how and what’; (derived from Ex3, Ex6, Fischer et al. [20] and Cooper et al. [14, 13]).

4. Use comparisons to existing products: use products or processes like those that you are trying to explain and highlight their similarities and differences. Comparisons can also be made anthropomorphically, using human characteristics; (derived from Ex7, Ex3 and Ex4).

5. Use metaphors for the invisible: metaphors help to simplify explanations and can be tailored to the explainee (derived from Ex8, Ex7, Ex3, Ex2 and Ex6, Jentner et al. [32], Arroliga et al. [3] and Lakoff et al. [40]).

6. Show physical hardware: this gives the explainee the context of the technology and if possible, use these artifacts to describe how the sensors connect to each other; (derived from Ex8, Ex7, Ex6, Tolmie et al. [65, 66], and Fischer et al. [19, 20]).

7. Use interactive demos: tangible and interactive representations permit exploration of a platform’s limitations and benefits; (derived from Ex8, Ex7, Ex6, Tolmie et al. [65, 66], Fischer et al. [19, 20]).

8. Present the purpose and user journey: this provides the explainee with an overview of the platform, contextualising the technology, its use and the intended outcomes (derived from Ex4).

9. Consider the explainee’s social context: sense-making within the household is not individual, but a joint, ongoing process between members of the household (derived from P1, P3, P4, P6, P8 and P9). This is reflected in section 4.2.2, in which several participants draw on family members’ involvement in the consent process.

10. Be sensitive that consent can be a lengthy process, one that can involve an ongoing discussion with the explainee and other stakeholders (e.g. multiple-household members), and which may result in a reasoned decision against or for adoption of the platform (derived from section 4.2.2, Ploug et al. [59]).

6 LIMITATIONS AND NEXT STEPS

Although the experts had significant experience (i.e. with over 60 home platform installations), their experiences related to only one platform. Other platforms might benefit from different presentation methods. Due to COVID-19, we were unable to conduct the onboarding within participants’ homes, which may have mitigated the problem of distractions within the home. Additionally, gestures sometimes occurred outside the visual field of the videoconferencing software. To improve presentation of complex information to members of the public who are non-technical, further research could develop and evaluate specific tools to support aspects of explanation, including documentation, videos, and interactive demonstrations. It is worth noting that all participants were resident in the UK, and several strategies employed may not generalise to other cultural contexts. The research focused on experienced explainers, so to understand how intuitive these approaches are, we would recommend that future work observe how those new to the task of explaining complex platforms initially approach the problem, and how their methods develop over time. Finally, future work may
focus on how these approaches can be streamlined for large-scale practical deployments and a greater diversity of explainers (e.g., medical professionals), and to what extent they are already employed, as well as exploring how informed consent and marketing are engaged with and interact with one another in the healthcare device sector.

7 CONCLUSION

Through retrospective interviews with eight team members who have built, maintained, and deployed a complex platform into over 60 homes and 10 observed onboarding sessions, we gained insight into the communication methods used to explain a home health platform to non-technical experts in preparation for informed consent. The interviews and observational study gave us insights into how the experts personalise explanations of the platform, tailoring the level of language and detail to that of the explainee. Communication strategies include comparing the platform to familiar products or environments (e.g., Fitbit), metaphors and anthropomorphism that help the explainer present abstract concepts and characterise sensors and interactive demos that allow the explainees to explore the benefits and limitations of the platform. These findings advance the knowledge base about complex domestic technology to provide insights on how to engage explainees through props and hand gestures.
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